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Carl Sagan

2000-09-01

a penetrating mesmerizing biography of a scientific icon absolutely fascinating davidson has done a remarkable job sir arthur c clarke

engaging accessible carefully documented sophisticated dr david hollinger for the new york times book review entertaining davidson treats

the nuances of sagan s complex life with understanding and sympathy the christian science monitor excellent davidson acts as a keen critic

to sagan s works and their vast uncertainties scientific american a fascinating book about an extraordinary man johnny carson davidson an

award winning science writer has written an absorbing portrait of this pied piper of planetary science davidson thoroughly explores sagan s

science wrestles with his politics and plumbs his personal passions with a telling instinct for the revealing underside of a life lived so

publicly los angeles times carl sagan was one of the most celebrated scientists of this century the handsome and alluring visionary who

inspired a generation to look to the heavens and beyond his life was both an intellectual feast and an emotional rollercoaster based on

interviews with sagan s family and friends including his widow ann druyan his first wife acclaimed scientist lynn margulis and his three sons

as well as exclusive access to many personal papers this highly acclaimed life story offers remarkable insight into one of the most influential

provocative and beloved figures of our time a complex contradictory prophet of the space age

Interstellar Travel

2023-03-23

interstellar travel purpose and motivations is a comprehensive technical look at the necessary considerations for interstellar travel
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addressed by leading experts in the field from scientists studying possible destinations exoplanets and the vast distances between to those

concerned with building institutions and capabilities in society that could sustain such endeavors in addition to the technical medical and

anthropological aspects of deep space travel the ethics and morality of spreading earth based life to other worlds is also examined in the

first book of a three book compilation interstellar travel purpose and motivations offers in depth up to date and realistic technical and

scientific considerations in the pursuit of interstellar travel and is an integral reference for scientists engineers researchers and academics

working on or interested in space development and space technologies with a renewed interest in space exploration and development

evidenced by the rise of the commercial space sector and various governments now planning to send humans back to the moon and to

mars so also is interest in taking the next steps beyond the solar system and to the ultimate destination planets circling other stars features

detailed overviews with quantification of the technical challenges and potential benefits of interstellar missions comprehensively covers the

considerations for interstellar travel by the world s recognized leading experts in the field features referenceable data and analysis for both

new and experienced researchers in the interstellar and exoplanets fields

Exploring Star Trek: Voyager

2020-03-19

in 1995 star trek voyager brought a new dynamic to star trek s familiar starship oriented show lost 70 000 light years in space voyager and

its crew faced an uncertain and changeable future echoing anxieties felt in the united states at the time these fifteen essays explore the

context characters and themes of star trek voyager as they relate to the culture and zeitgeist of the 1990s essays on gender show how the

series both challenges and reinforces typical sf stereotypes through the characters of captain janeway kes and seven of nine while essays
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on identity examine the show s intersections with disability studies race and multiracial identities family dynamics and emerging ai and

humanity using the epic journey of homer s odyssey as a starting point for the series and ending with an examination of the impacts of

inception at the birth of the internet age this book shows the many ways in which voyager negotiated different perspectives for what the

future of the galaxy and the usa could be

Edenborn

2005

science fiction roman

Star Trek: Myriad Universes #1: Infinity's Prism

2008-07-22

it s been said that for any event there are an infinite number of possible outcomes our choices determine which outcome will follow and

therefore all possibilities that could happen do happen across countless alternate realities in these divergent realms known history is bent

like white light through a prism broken into a boundless spectrum of what might have beens but in those myriad universes what might have

been is what actually happened a less perfect union more than a hundred years after the terra prime movement achieved its dream of an

isolationist earth humanity is once again at a fork in the river of history and the path it follows may ultimately be determined by the voice of

a single individual the sole surviving crewmember of the first starship enterprise places of exile midway through voyager s journey across
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the galaxy captain kathryn janeway and commander chakotay must choose whether to brave a deadly war zone or abandon their quest for

home but an attack by species 8472 cripples the ship and the stranded crew must make new choices that will reshape their destinies and

that of the delta quadrant itself seeds of dissent khan victorious almost four centuries after conquering their world genetically enhanced

humans dominate a ruthless interstellar empire but the warship defiance under its augmented commander princeps julian bashir makes a

discovery that could shake the pillars of his proud civilization an ancient sleeper ship from earth named the botany bay

Women in STEM on Television

2018-04-04

women remain woefully underrepresented in science technology engineering and math stem negative stereotypes about women in these

fields are pervasive rooted in the debunked claim that women have less aptitude than men in science and math while some tv series

present portrayals that challenge this generalization others reinforce troubling biases sometimes even as writers and producers attempt to

champion women in stem this collection of new essays examines numerous popular series from children s programs to primetime shows

and discusses the ways in which these narratives inform cultural ideas about women in stem

Idlewild

2008-01-02

gripping the kind of book you simply don t want to stop reading neil gaiman he calls himself halloween he is a unique student attending a
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most prestigious boarding school the idlewild immersive virtual reality academy while his body sleeps his mind interacts with those of his

fellow students under the tutelage of the enigmatic artificial intelligence known as maestro an inexplicable energy surge has damaged the

ivr and fragmented halloween s mind convinced this anomaly was deliberately triggered to kill him halloween is desperate to recover his

memories only to discover a devastating revelation about his true existence idlewild builds not just in tension but in what it demands from

the reader ending up as a dark exploration of hidden realities the guardian sagan provides plenty of suspense and perfectly captures the

angry adolescent solipsism that makes kids into hackers and superheroes entertainment weekly

Everfree

2009-12-08

a small group of humans has survived the apocalyptic epidemic called black ep that ravaged the world these survivors start to wake others

who d been cryogenically preserved to await a future when the disease might be cured at first everyone agrees on the basic principles of

this new world how lucky they are to have survived how they re all in this together how they should look out for each other learn from the

past and build a better world but inevitably as more sleepers are roused there are some who disagree people who have knowledge of

power are waking up to a new world and they do not intend to wait politely in line but as this new utopian starts to fracture one more

surprise lies in wait for the survivors it comes from a very very long way away indeed and its impact is such that it will transform the future

foreveryonein this post plague perhaps even post human world
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Everfree

2008-06-03

sagan s mind blowing post apocalyptic trilogy comes to a satisfying terrifying conclusion a knockout kirkus reviews compelling alternate

worlds a small group of humans has survived the apocalyptic epidemic called black ep a disease that ravaged the world and left them alone

on earth their conflicting ideas about how a new much less populated planet ought to be governed however are a source of terrible strife

the early post humans believed in the doctrine the post plague world is a collective we re all in this together let s look out for each other

share the dirty work give the needy what they need inevitably though as more survivors are roused from their frozen sleep there are those

who disagree people who remember power are waking up to a new world and they do not intend to wait their turn

Cosmic Careers

2021-02-09

we are starting to see the first real progress in space exploration in the private sector and there are many jobs becoming available in this

fascinating new field explore what s out there as you embark on a new expedition in cosmic careers sierra nevada northrup grumman

boeing and bigelow aerospace built prototypes of deep space habitats that nasa began testing in march 2019 therefore physical evidence

exists that human beings are committed to living in space for purposes of research and industrial pursuits such as mining now that

companies are set to take both professional astronauts and well trained passengers into space as early as summer of 2021 this book will

prepare you to take your place whether as an investor owner employee or enthusiast in the exciting world of space exploration in cosmic
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careers readers will receive a comprehensive listing of the careers and skillsets that are in demand over the coming years in space

exploration access stories company profiles and technical descriptions spotlighting information that is relevant today and over the next few

decades gain insights into the world of space exploration its characters and the real opportunities that are within anyone s grasp cosmic

careers is filled with practical information on the issues and challenges that must be solved to further the exploration and the establishment

of settlements beyond planet earth there will also be opportunities in harnessing energy from the sun using earth orbiting solar power

satellites designing new forms of space transportation and construction of facilities for refueling stations for rockets processing minerals

from near earth asteroids and building new spaceships and space habitats

Idlewild

2003

upon waking up with no memory a young man is plagued with finding out his past figuring out whom from his past he can trust and solving

the question of who is trying to kill him

Los hijos del paraíso

2014-12-01

los niños de idlewild han sido creados mediante bioingeniería para aguantar los efectos del apocalipsis microbiano bautizado como la peste

negra que prácticamente diezmó a la humanidad de la faz del globo dieciocho años más tarde una generación tanto humana como
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poshumana dividida en bandos debido a la ingeniería genética que se utilizó para crearlos está preparada para heredar la tierra pero

mientras que uno de los bandos aboga por una evolución natural y el otro se empeña en perfeccionar a los individuos a través de la

ciencia una plaga incluso más letal surge de las cenizas de la peste negra su único propósito el exterminio de la humanidad

Science Fiction Television Series, 1990-2004

2012-04-11

this is a detailed examination of 58 science fiction television series produced between 1990 and 2004 from the popular the x files to the

many worlds of star trek the next generation onward as well as andromeda babylon 5 firefly quantum leap stargate atlantis and sg i among

others a chapter on each series includes essential production information a history of the series critical commentary and amusing often

provocative interviews with overall more than 150 of the creators actors writers and directors the book also offers updates on each series

regular cast members along with several photographs and a bibliography fully indexed

Flashes of Grace

2021-02-02

i don t know how to say what the grace of god is what i can say is what it s like for me we all know about grace being amazing after all

there s a whole song about it but patrick henry reminds us that that s not all it is it s also intimidating disorienting demanding reassuring

and sometimes even just downright mind boggling describing thirty three different aspects of grace based on his everyday experiences
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henry tells the story of a grace that is wide ranging and comprehensive if not always comprehensible rather than trying to capture and tame

his encounters with god he lets the mystery of memory speak for itself exemplifying his mantra that being a christian is about being an

explorer not a colonizer flashes of grace is wise and grounded earnest and light faithful and quirky henry describes encountering grace in

airports baseball hazelnuts and just about anywhere else you can imagine while engaging with dialogue partners ranging from king saul and

saint augustine to yogi berra and captain picard for anyone longing to connect or reconnect with god this book provides a surprising journey

that broadens perspectives and explores strange new worlds while loosening stiff spiritual joints so movement can be free and spontaneous

Cinefantastique

1999

a finales del siglo xxi un virus mortal se filtra en el código genético de los seres humanos en unas pocas generaciones esta plaga los

habrá erradicado de la faz de la tierra los equipos de científicos genetistas y programadores compiten por encontrar la cura definitiva pero

el tiempo no juega a su favor la única esperanza radica en una última y desesperada apuesta dieciocho años más tarde diez individuos

están a punto de alcanzar la mayoría de edad uno de ellos despierta de repente asustado no recuerda nada todo lo que observa a su

alrededor no significa nada lo único que sabe es que alguien quiere matarlo a medida que trata de descubrir la identidad de su asesino se

dará cuenta de que lo que está en juego es mucho más que su propia vida
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CARL SAGAN. UNA VIDA EN EL COSMOS

2017-04-04

why do most people know what an ewok is even if they haven t seen return of the jedi how have star wars action figures come to

outnumber human beings how did jedi become an officially recognised religion when did the films merchandising revenue manage to rival

the gdp of a small country tracing the birth death and rebirth of the epic universe built by george lucas and hundreds of writers artists

producers and marketers chris taylor jousts with modern day jedi tinkers with droid builders and gets inside boba fett s helmet all to find out

how star wars has attracted and inspired so many fans for so long it s impossible to imagine a star wars fan who wouldn t love this book

there are plenty of books about star wars but very few of them are essential reading this one goes directly to the top of the pile booklist

starred review

Código genético

2012-02-01

meant as a companion piece for those already familiar with johnson s music and myth journey through texas with shane ford as he leads

the way to honor the legend blind willie johnson included is new research and pictures never before seen
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How Star Wars Conquered the Universe

2014-09-30

apocalyptic projections have been pondered since biblical times theories abounded in an attempt to prepare for calamity and plan for the

future worldwide concern regarding a twenty first century apocalypse related to the 2012 mayan apocalyptic prediction sparked renewed

interest even though the concept of apocalypse evokes images of total oblivion threads of possibility and redemption offer a potential fabric

of hope the majority of the papers included in apocalyptic projections were p

The New York Times Index

2006

en un centro comercial una pandilla de chicas adolescentes se ve envuelta en un torbellino de violencia y compras no solo han de luchar

por su vida sino también por la de un hombre atrapado en otro mundo que tiene unos enemigos muy diferentes un hombre al que no

conocen pero que puede cambiar el futuro de la raza humana

Shine A Light: My Year with "Blind" Willie Johnson

2014
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an esquire best book of 2022 written with inside access comprehensive research and a down to earth perspective phasers on stun

chronicles the entire history of star trek revealing that its enduring place in pop culture is all thanks to innovative pivots and radical change

for over five decades the heart of star trek s pro science anti racist and inclusive messaging has been its willingness to take big risks

across thirteen feature films and twelve tv series including five shows currently airing or in production the brilliance of star trek is in its

endless ability to be rethought rebooted and remade author and star trek expert ryan britt charts an approachable and entertaining course

through star trek history from its groundbreaking origins amid the tumultuous 1960s to its influence on diversifying the space program to its

contemporary history making turns with lgbtq representation this book illuminates not just the behind the scenes stories that shaped the

franchise but the larger meaning of the final frontier featuring over 100 exclusive interviews with actors and writers across all the

generations including walter koenig levar burton dorothy fontana brent spiner ronald d moore jeri ryan and many more britt gets the inside

story on all things trek like spock s evolution from red devil to the personification of logical empathy the near failure to launch of the next

generation in 1987 and how trekkie outrage has threatened to destroy the franchise more than once the book also dives deep with creators

like michael chabon co creator of star trek picard and nicholas meyer director the wrath of khan these interviews extend to the bleeding

edge of contemporary star trek from discovery to picard to lower decks and even the upcoming highly anticipated 2022 series strange new

worlds for fans who know every detail of each enterprise bridge to a reader who has never seen a single minute of any star trek this book

aims to entertain inform and energize through humor insight archival research and unique access this journey through the star trek universe

isn t just about its past but a definitive look at its future
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Apocalyptic Projections

2015-06-18

eighteen years ago the microbial apocalypse christened black ep had virtually wiped humanity from the globe the survivors of the epidemic

have now reached adulthood and are committed to the task of rebuilding civilization but an ideological rift has divided the survivors into two

separate factions one determined to resurrect the human race the other obsessed with improving humanity via genetic manipulation and as

the factions clash with one another a new biological threat rises from the ashes of black ep an even deadlier contagion with one purpose

mankind s extinction a compelling work that will appeal to fans of speculative fiction and apocalyptic thrillers midwest book review

El centro

2012-02-01

natch has just won his first battle with the defense and wellness council for control of multireal technology but now the council has

unleashed the ruthless cunning of lieutenant executive magan kai lee lee decides that if natch s company can t be destroyed from without it

must be destroyed from within as black code continues to eat away at natch s sanity he faces a mutiny from his own apprentices a legal

onslaught from the government and the return of enemies old and new in desperation the entrepreneur turns to some unlikely allies a

radical politician with an agenda of his own and a childhood enemy to whom he has done a terrible wrong natch s struggle will take him

from the halls of power in melbourne to the ruined cities of the diss hanging in the balance is the fate of multireal a technology that could

end the tyranny of the council forever or give the council the ultimate weapon of oppression
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The Publishers Weekly

2006

music and the environment in dystopian narrative sounding the disaster investigates the active role of music in film and fiction portraying

climate crisis from contemporary science fiction and environmental film to anthropocene opera the most arresting eco narratives draw less

on background music than on the power of sound to move fictional action and those who receive it beginning with a reflection on a mozart

recording on the 1970s voyager golden record this book explores links between music and violence in lidia yuknavitch s 2017 novel the

book of joan songless speech in the opera persephone in the late anthropocene interrupted lyricism in the eco documentary expedition to

the end of the world and dread inducing hurricane music in the brecht weill opera rise and fall of the city of mahagonny in all of these works

music allows for a state of critical vulnerability in its hearers communicating planetary crisis in an embodied way

Phasers on Stun!

2022-05-31

from new york times bestseller and hugo award winner john scalzi a wild and woolly caper novel of interstellar diplomacy a human diplomat

creates an interstellar incident when he kills an alien diplomat in a most unusual way to avoid war earth s government must find an equally

unusual object a type of sheep the android s dream used in the alien race s coronation ceremony to find the sheep the government turns to

harry creek ex cop war hero and hacker extraordinare who with the help of a childhood friend turned artificial intelligence scours the earth

looking for the rare creature but there are others with plans for the sheep as well mercenaries employed by the military adherents of a
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secret religion based on the writings of a 21st century sf author and alien races eager to start a revolution on their home world and a war

on earth to keep our planet from being enslaved harry will have to pull off a grand diplomatic coup a gambit that will take him from the halls

of power to the lava strewn battlefields of alien worlds there s only one chance to get it right to save the life of the sheep and to protect the

future of humanity other tor books the android s dream agent to the stars your hate mail will be graded fuzzy nation redshirts 1 lock in 2

head on the interdepency sequence 1 the collapsing empire 2 the consuming fire old man s war series 1 old man s war 2 the ghost

brigades 3 the last colony 4 zoe s tale 5 the human division 6 the end of all things at the publisher s request this title is being sold without

digital rights management software drm applied

Edenborn

2008-04-01

this title charts from prototype to realization the real life technical evolution of 50 of the most poplar science fiction inventions it is essential

reading for the technology addict or sf film fan detailing the history the reality and the tech spec of 50 of science fiction s most brilliant crime

fighting space travelling remote controlled lightspeed artificially intelligent inventions future proof is required reading for anyone who knows

their wormhole from their black holes it features buck rogers jetpack jetsons flying cars star trek s transporters the six million dollar man s

cyborg sleeper s orgasmatron 2001 s artificial intelligence lost in space s remote controlled robots vanilla sky s cryonics star wars warp

drives back to the future s time travel total recall s terraforming doctor who s robot pets galatic patrol s cybernetics a fall of moondust s

space tourism stargate s wormholes and brave new world s hypnopedia
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Multireal

2009-09-18

強いものが勝つとは限らない 運も重要である 世界的な分子系統学者が着目する 進化 の最重要トピックス 文系と理系の枠を超えて 進化 を読み解く 今世紀に入って 科学分野は比べ

ものにならないほどの精度と分析能力で発展してきた 日進月歩に新知見が登場し それらを結びつけた 深く広い 進化の歴史 が語られようとしている それが本書である アリストテレ

スの 生命の階段 からはじまり ダーウィンの 種の起源 が革命を起こした 進化にまつわる仮説の数々 分子系統学の登場で新たな時代を迎えた 進化学の現在 までを 探求の道をとも

に歩んだ研究者たちとのエピソードを交え 生物学的な空間 大陸移動など地球科学的な時間軸の絡みあいのなかにつむぐ 38億年の壮大な 進化 のストーリー カラー口絵添 漂流する

大陸と生物の進化 進化発生生物学 エボデボ エピジェネティックス ほか

Music and the Environment in Dystopian Narrative

2018-10-31

the discipline of international relations offers much insight into why violent power transitions occur yet there have been few substantive

examinations of why and how peaceful changes happen in world politics this work is the first comprehensive treatment of that subject the

oxford handbook of peaceful change in international relations provides a thorough examination of research on the problem of change in the

international arena and the reasons why change happens peacefully at times and at others violently it contains over forty chapters which

examine the historical theoretical global regional and national foreign policy dimensions of peaceful change as the world enters a new round

of power transition conflict involving a rapidly rising china and a relatively declining united states this handbook provides a necessary

resource for decisionmakers and scholars engaged in this vital area of research
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The Android's Dream

2007-04-01

Forthcoming Books

2003

Gesetz-Sammlung für die Königlichen Preußischen Staaten

1866

Gesetz-Sammlung für die Königlich-Preußischen Staaten

1866
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Gesetzsammlung für die Königlich-Preußischen Staaten

1866

Science Fiction, Horror & Fantasy Film and Television Credits: Television shows

2001

British Museum Catalogue of Printed Books

1893

American Book Publishing Record

2005
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Media Review Digest

2006

Future Proof

2008

Dictionary Catalog of the Research Libraries of the New York Public Library, 1911-1971

1979

進化38億年の偶然と必然

2020-10-13
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The Oxford Handbook of Peaceful Change in International Relations

2021-08-05
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